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THE REACTION SERIES, GIBBSITE--+CHI ALUMINA
-+KAPPA ALUMINA--+CORUNDUM. II*

G. W. BnrNDLl.y, Department oJ Ceramic Technology, The pennsyl_
t; ania S tate (J niaer sity, U niaer sity p ar k, p ennsyhtania.

since the experiments described in part r (Brindley and choe, 1961)
were submitted for publication, an extensive study of the dehydration of
gibbsite and of the crystallography of the transition aluminas has been
published by saalfeld (1960). since the resurts of the two investigations
agree in some respects and disagree in others, it will be worth while to
make a brief comparison to see what general concrusions can be drawn.

rn the first place, it should be emphasised that these studies are the
first attempts to apply single crystal methods to obtain a better under-
standing of the reaction series, gibbsife.->y-+a-+a_corundum. Saalfeld
employed relatively large crystals of gibbsite which, under hydrothermar
conditions, yielded the boehmit s--->y-4-->a reaction series, and under
atmospheric heating gave additionally the X--+.K--)a series. In order to
study the latter reaction series independently of the former, Brindrey and
Choe used ( 1 micron sized single crystals and electron diffraction
technique.

Fonlrerrou exp StnucruRE or, 1_AruurwR
The two investigations agree that 1-alumina is forme d. at about 270"

13.M/6 :2.24 A
a.a+1a, : z.to A

Ihickness of AI-OH layer in gibbsite:2.12 A.

* contribution No' 61-20 from the college of Minerar rndustries, The pennsylvania
State University, University park, pa.

t Here, and elsewhere, (S) signifies Saalfeld, (B & C) Brindley and Choe,
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to transform to a state nearer to the cubic "y-form. Although the r-tay

powder data for 1-alumina given by different investigators are sparse

and mainly ill-defined, there appear to be divergencies which perhaps

can be attributed, to differences in the stacking sequences of the various

1-aluminas.
FonlreuoN aNp SrnucruRE or T -AluurNa

saalfeld. In this respect the electron diffraction data have provided more

information than the *-raY data-

For material heated lo temperatures between 900 and 1200o C''

Brindley and Choe found the following:

and that hkT rcflections of rz can be indexed on the larger rr cell; the con-

verse is obviously not true. The indexing of the powder diagrams given

by Saalfeld could be based equally well on the larger cell' The writer
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Frc. 1. Superposed single crystal, electron difiraction diagrams lor rr-AluOr (hexagonal
parameter aa:16.78 A) and rz-AlzO3 (hexagonal puru-"1". an:9.70 A). Solid circles
show reflections from r1-Al2os and open circles from ru-Alzo:i continuous lines apply
to 11 and dashed lines to rz. Observe that the K2 reflections can be indexed on the rr axes.
but the reverse is not valid

does not question the correctness of the unit cell given by Saalfeld /or
his material, but at the same time it must be affirmed that the gibbsite
studied by Brindley and choe yielded predominantry a different unit
cell for the same temperature of heat-treatment.

saalfeld recognized that different structural forms occur in the tem-
perature range 800-1200' c. and he named these "r-l ike" structures. rn
the l ight of the two investigations, it can now be stated that several r-
type structures exist, and that, according to particular circumstances,
one or other of these rnay be dominant, bwt not al,ways lhe same struclure.

CoNcrusroNs

It appears that the crystallography of the transition aluminas 1- and
,(- can vary according to precise experimental conditions. 1-alumina is es-
sentially hexagonal with os:5.56 A, with disorderly stacking in the c-
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direction and a variable c-parameter corresponding to 6 or 4 layers. A

number of x-type forms are recognized and at least two hexagonal cells

are recognized with @H respectively 16.78 and 9.71A. These are now

called rr and rz. The forms z- and {'-alumina, previously noted by Cowley

(1953), have also been observed in the same temperature range in which

the r-aluminas are found.
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